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Pivots

TH1112 - STANDARD OFFSET PIVOTS
§ Suitable for aluminum frames and doors weighing up
to 135 lbs.
§ Full race ball-bearing and oilite bronze bushing.
§ Matching contemporary design.
§ Cast Aluminum.
§ Fully retractable, spring loaded top pin for easy door
installation and adjustment.

J-31 - JACKSON STYLE OFFSET PIVOTS
§ Suitable for aluminum frames and doors weighing up
to 135 lbs.
§ Full race ball-bearing and oilite bronze bushing.
§ Matching contemporary design.
§ Cast Aluminum.
§ Fully retractable, spring loaded top pin for easy door
installation and adjustment.

TH1118 - GLOBAL OFFSET PIVOTS, KAWNEER STYLE
§ Suitable for aluminum frames and doors weighing up
to 135 lbs.
§ Full race ball-bearing and oilite bronze bushing.
§ Matching contemporary design.
§ Aluminum case construction.
§ Full race ball bearing and design, provides smooth
operation.
§ Completely tamper proof, yet easily removable,
replaceable in unlock position.

J-190 - INTERMEDIATE PIVOT
§ Suitable for aluminum frames and doors weighing up
to 150 lbs.
§ Full race ball-bearing and oilite bronze bushing.
§ Matching contemporary design.
§ Full mortise - handed.
§ Fully retractable pin for easy installation.
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SL18 - CONCEALED CONTINUOUS GEAR HINGE
- 1/8” INSET
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 300 lbs.
§ Recommended for heavier doors and/or very high
traffic entrances.
§ Eliminates the gap between the door and the frame,
providing a weatherproof, tamper-proof barrier.
§ When the door is closed, there are no accessible
screws, bolts or pins.
§ Requires
clearance at hinge side between door
and frame.
§ Used on #175, #350 & #500 series doors.

SL11 - CONCEALED CONTINUOUS GEAR HINGE
FLUSH MOUNTED
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 300 lbs.
§ Recommended for heavier doors and/or very high
traffic entrances.
§ Eliminates the gap between the door and the frame,
providing a weather proof, tamper-proof barrier
§ When the door is closed, there are no accessible
screws, bolts or pins.
§ Requires
clearance at hinge side between door
and frame.
§ Used on #275, #200T & #500T series doors.

179 - BUTT HINGE
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 150 lbs.
§ Roller bearing, non-removable pin.
§
§
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Zinc, bronze painted or stainless steel available.
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SL21 - FULL SURFACE CONTINUOUS GEAR HINGE
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 300 lbs.
§ Recommended for heavier doors and/or very high
traffic entrances.
§ Surface mount on face of existing or new door and
frame.
§ Ideal for renovation. (retrofit)
§ Swing clear action.
§ Tamper-resistant, removable door leaf cover.

SL57 - FULL SURFACE CONTINUOUS GEAR HINGE
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 300 lbs.
§ Recommended for heavier doors and/or very high
traffic entrances.
§ Surface mount on face of existing or new door and
frame.
§ Ideal for renovation. (retrofit)
§
§

Tamper-resistant, removable door leaf cover.

SL53 - HALF SURFACE CONTINUOUS GEAR HINGE
§ Suitable for aluminum doors weighing up to 300 lbs.
§ Recommended for heavier doors and/or very high
traffic entrances.
§ Mounts on door face and frame rabbet.
§ Ideal for renovation. (retrofit)
§ Tamper-resistant, removable door leaf cover.
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1753A - MS HOOK LOCK
§ The MS hook bolt deadlock answers the security need
of swing and sliding doors.
§ The massive laminated bolt is provided in a hook
shape to resist the parting motion of door and jamb.
§ The over center MS locking action assures that forced
entry attempts to pry the door in any direction will be
defeated.
§

1850S - MS DEADBOLT
§ A huge bolt of laminated stainless steel, nearly three
inches long, activated by an uncomplicated pivot
mechanism.
§ The length of this bolt provides maximum security for
a single door leaf.
§

4550 - MS DEADLOCK LEVER
§ Easily unlocks an MS deadlock with approximately
three pounds of downward force.
§ Lever is spring loaded to horizontal, relocks with
upward motion.
§ Indicator signals lock status.
§ Can be installed in place of existing thumbturn on
inside of door.

4089 - EXIT INDICATOR
§ Provides exit door notification for various Adams Rite
deadlocks.
§ Provides unmistakable notification of an exit
§
§

appears
background.
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4015 - THRESHOLD BOLT
§ Adding the 4015 bolt to a MS deadlock allows
maximum security for pairs of doors by the turn of a
single key.
§ Simultaneously dropping a stainless steel hex bolt into
the threshold and pivoting the massive MS bolt into
the mating door's stile, the two point lock secures the
entire double door entrance.
§ The 4015 threshold bolt is harnessed to the rear of the
pivoted bolt.

4016 - HEADER BOLT
§ Adding the 4016 header bolt and the 4015 threshold
bolt to a pivoted bolt MS deadlock allows maximum
security for pairs of doors by the turn of a single key.
§ Simultaneously extending the stainless steel hex bolts
top and bottom and pivoting the massive MS bolt into
the mating door's stile, the three-point lock secures
the entire double door entrance.

1830 - BOTTOM RAIL LOCK
§ For bottom rail locking of ultra-narrow stile or
tempered glass doors whose bottom rail (shoe) is too
shallow.
§ Mechanism is that of the MS 1850 deadlock, but with
the bolt size reduced. This keeps the threshold strike
opening to a practical minimum, avoiding collection of
debris or snagging of spike-heeled shoes.
§

777S - DOOR RAIL FLOOR LOCK
§ Solid brass construction.
§
§ Requires DRA1020 style cylinder and thumbturn.
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4510 - DEADLATCH
§ Flexibility of traffic control during and after business
hours is offered by 4510 series dead latches.
§ A reverse turn of the key while bolt is held retracted
retains the bolt, to allow two-way traffic for hospitals,
banks, stores and other buildings which require free
entrance at certain times and exit-only at other times.
§
§

Auxiliary bolt is to prevent credit card or pocket knife
entry.

4900 - HEAVY DUTY DEADLATCH
§ Flexibility of traffic control and installation is offered by
4900 series heavy duty dead latches.
§ A reverse turn of the key while bolt is held retracted
retains the bolt, to allow two-way traffic for
applications which require free entrance at other times
and exit-only at other times.
§
§

Auxiliary bolt is to prevent credit card or pocket knife
entry.

4902 - DEADLATCH STRIKE - SHORT
§ Designed for use in conjunction with 4300, 4500,
4700, and 4900 series dead latches.
§ These strikes offer a choice of mounting methods; a
backup mounting plate included allows installation
flush in a hollow section jamb.
§ Includes molded black plastic dust box and steel
mounting plate.
§
§

Available in flat or radius.

4901 - DEADLATCH STRIKE - LONG
§ Designed for use in conjunction with 4300, 4500,
4700, and 4900 series Dead latches.
§ These strikes offer a choice of mounting methods; a
backup mounting plate included allows installation
flush in a hollow section jamb.
§ Includes molded black plastic dust box and closure of
the unused lower strike opening with steel mounting
plate.
§ Long face is designed to span strike area of MS
deadlocks
with
which
the
Deadlatch
is
§
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Available in flat or radius.
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Locks & Latches

4560 - DEADLATCH HANDLE
§ Designed top operate 4300, 4500, 4700 and 4900
series latches by a natural downward hand movement,
these handles incorporate an activator cam disc that
mounts on the handle escutcheon and fits solidly into
the cylinder hole of the latch.
§ NOT intended for use as a door pull.

4568 - EUROSTYLE DEADLATCH HANDLE
§ Modern European styling offers a generous hand grip
with shank offset away from the narrow stile jamb for
hand safety.
§ Designed top operate 4300, 4500, 4700 and 4900
series latches by a natural downward hand movement,
these handles incorporate an activator cam disc that
mounts on the handle escutcheon and fits solidly into
the cylinder hole of the latch.
§ NOT intended for use as a door pull.

4591 - DEADLATCH PADDLE
§ An alternative to knob or lever handle. Makes opening
a latched door as natural as opening an unlatched
one. Just push in the direction the door swings.
§ Available for any 4300, 4500, 4700 and 4900 series
latches.

MS4043 - CYLINDER GUARD
§ A hardened steel ring to prevent cylinder from
vandalism.
§ The beveled collar, free spinning cylinder guard is
used to prevent the removal of the lock cylinder with
pliers or a pipe wrench.
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1870 - CYLINDER-OPERATED FLUSHBOLT
§ Designed for use instead of conventional flip-lever
operated flushbolts, the 1870 gives building
management key control of the inactive leaf of paired
doors.
§ Prevents casual locking of the inactive leaf by children
or other unauthorized persons.
§ Recommended for installation of both top and bottom
of inactive door.

1875 - FLUSHBOLT
§ Positive
joint actuator with

throw.

backset

§ Square nylon tip with beveled corners.
§ Flushbolts are complete with
rod, square nylon

tip, nylon flushbolt guide, and steel mounting screws.

412 - DUST PROOF STRIKE
§
§ Use with manual and cylinder operated flushbolts
§ Satin chrome finish.

404H - HEAVY DUTY ROLLER LATCH
§ Cast brass/bronze, satin chrome plated with nylon
roller.
§ Simple
adjustment
for
roller
projection
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Locks & Latches

MS+1890 - MS DEADLOCK/DEADLATCH
§ Maximum security deadlock after hours, plus traffic
control convenience for management during the
business day.
§ Typical installation is for a door requiring three modes
of door control:
1. Both lock and latch bolts retracted for unrestricted
entry and exit during business hours.
2. Handle-operated latch for exit only traffic just after
closing.
3. Maximum security hook bolt for overnight lockup.
Handle or paddle operates latch bolt only

2190 - INTERCONNECTED DEADBOLT/DEADLATCH
§ The dual force 2190 combines the access control
capabilities of the latch with the security of a deadbolt.
§ The key retracts and extends the deadbolt (and
deadlatch) from either side.
§ The exterior lever retracts the latch only, while the
inside lever retracts the deadbolt and latch
simultaneously for fast, easy, panic proof exiting.

HOPPE - LEVER LOCKSET
§ A single point mortise lock consisting of a latch and a
1" throw deadbolt.
§ A simple 135 degree turn of the thumbturn operates
the deadbolt.
§ Verona handle available in satin nickel or matte black.
§ 1 3/8" backset, 2 5/32" overall depth.
§ Ideal for residential applications.
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7100, 7101 - ELECTRIC STRIKE
§ Remote electrical control of any narrow stile or hollow
metal door equipped with any 4300, 4500, 4700, 4900
deadlatches.
§ Choice of voltage in AC and DC for intermittent or
continuous duty.
§ Specified assembled for either fail-secure (locked
when not powered) or fail safe (locked when powered)
operation, but can be field converted to the other
mode.

7400, 7401 - ULTRALINE ELECTRIC STRIKE
§ Remote electrical control of any narrow stile or hollow
metal door equipped with any 4300, 4500, 4700, 4900
deadlatches
§ Electrical actuation unlocks strike jaw, releasing latch
bolt so door can be opened without operating latch
itself.
§ Extremely compact mechanism fits into aluminum
jamb (or opposing door) sections as shallow as
1 1/16"
§ This non-handed strike features an ultra compact
design and an adjustable stainless steel split jaw with
1500lbs of holding fore in fail-secure mode.
§ The strike releases electrically with up to 35lbs of door
preload.
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8200 - SURFACE VERTICAL ROD
§ Patented top latching mechanism interlocks door to
frame.
§ Adjustable steel rods protected in contoured steel
runners.
§ Push bar clad, not plated, in a variety of finishes.
§ Easy to install.
§ Clean, unobtrusive design.
§ Strong, durable construction for high level of security.

8400 - MORTISE EXIT DEVICE
§ Heavy duty dead latching mechanism.
§ Push bar clad, not plated, in a variety of finishes.
§ Easy to install, clean, unobtrusive design.
§ Strong, durable construction for a high level of security.

8600 - CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD
§ Patented top latching mechanism interlocks door to
frame.
§ Top and bottom adjustable steel rods.
§ Push bar clad, not plated, in a variety of finishes.
§ Easy to install, clean, unobtrusive design.
§ Strong, durable construction for a high level of security.

8800 - RIM EXIT DEVICE
§
.
§ Push bar clad, not plated, in a variety of finishes.
§ Easy to install, clean, unobtrusive design.
§ Strong, durable construction for a high level of security.
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DORMA 7300 - SURFACE MOUNTED
§ Compact modern design available in clear or bronze
§ Non-handed for regular, top jamb and parallel arm

applications.
§ Quick and easy to install.
§ Two non critical adjusting valves work to provide

consistent closing speeds under a wide variety of
temperatures.
§ Adjustable backcheck provides cushioning when the
door is abusively opened.

BP73 - BACK PLATE
§ For top jamb mount when overhead ceiling clearance
§ Can be used for regular mount to clear a mortised

overhead/stop holder.

DP73 - DROP PLATE
§ For top jamb mount when overhead ceiling clearance
is less than 1 7/8" or to provide clearance for a surface
applied stop/holder.
§ Permits parallel arm installation with minimum top
door rail of
for non-hold open,
for friction
hold open applications.
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Closers
Surface Mounted

DORMA 8600 - SURFACE MOUNTED
§ Modern slim cover, flat form arm, and architectural
finishes provide the aesthetic qualities required of
architectural grade closers.
§ Full range spring power adjustment.
§ ADA barrier-free.
§ Backcheck positioning adjustment for parallel arm
applications.

BP86 - BACK PLATE
§ For top jamb mount when overhead ceiling clearance
is less than
or for regular mount to clear a
mortised stop/holder.

DP86 - DROP PLATE
§ For top jamb mount when overhead ceiling clearance
is less than
or to provide clearance for a
surface applied stop/holder.
§ Permits parallel arm installation with a minimum top
door rail of
for non-hold open,
for
friction, fusible link and plunger hold open
applications.
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AR - ROUND FORM ARM
§ Complete arm assembly with 8mm rod.
§
§

Arm is non handed.

ARJ - ROUND FORM ARM
§ Complete arm assembly with 10mm rod.
§
§ Designed specifically for top jamb applications with
§

deeper reveals.
Arm is non handed.

FH - FRICTION HOLD OPEN ARM
§ Friction hold open arm complete.
§

P86 - PARALLEL ARM BRACKET
§ Required to install 7300 & 8600 Series closers using a
parallel arm applications.
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RTS-88 - OVERHEAD CONCEALED
§ Ideal for both interior and exterior applications.
§ It handles center hung single or double acting doors,
or independently hung single acting.
§ Compact closer body is designed to fit into headers as
small as 1.75 x 4 inches.
§ Closer body is non handed.
§ Accommodates a maximum door weight of 250lbs.
§ A mechanical back check slows down the door prior to
contact with the positive stop.
§ The standard RTS 88 is furnished without hold open.
§ Optional single point mechanical hold open is
available at 90 or 105 degree.

8812 - OFFSET SLIDE ARM
§ Offset slide arm and channel.
§ Hung on
offset pivots, 4
continuous gear hinges.

wide butt hinges or

§

8831 - SIDE LOAD ARM
§ Standard side load top arm.
§

8836 - END LOAD ARM
§ End load top arm.
§
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8570 - SIDE LOAD FLOOR PIVOT
§ Adjustable side load floor pivot set for bottom door rail
.
§ Base can be shortened for
bottom door rail
channel depth.
§
§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.

8572 - SIDE LOAD THRESHOLD PIVOT
§ Adjustable side load threshold pivot set for bottom
§
§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.

8856 - END LOAD THRESHOLD PIVOT
§ Adjustable end load threshold pivot set for bottom door
§
§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.
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8852 - END LOAD FLOOR PIVOT
§ Adjustable end load floor pivot for bottom door rail
§
§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.

8853 - END LOAD FLOOR PIVOT
§ Adjustable end load floor pivot set for bottom door rail
§
§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.

8855 - END LOAD THRESHOLD PIVOT
§ Adjustable end load threshold pivot set for bottom
§ Bottom

door

clearance

is

adjustable

§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.

8857 - END LOAD THRESHOLD PIVOT
§ Adjustable end load threshold pivot set for bottom
§ Bottom

door

clearance

is

adjustable

§ Maximum weight is 200 lbs.
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BTS 80 - FLOOR CLOSER
§ The BTS 80 door closer is capable of controlling
exceptionally wide or heavy doors weighing up
Yet, at only 2
overall depth, it can easily be
installed within thin-slab concrete construction.
§ These versatile closers are engineered for offset hung,
centre hung, and independently hung installations,
assuring control of interior or exterior doors.
§ Mechanical back check is furnished standard to
prevent damage to adjacent doors and walls by
providing a cushioning action prior to 90 degree and
again prior to 180 degree.
§ A pressure relief valve protects the closer from
damage caused by forced closing.
§

BTS 75 - FLOOR CLOSER
§ The BTS 75 closer shall be capable of controlling
doors weighing up to 260lbs and measuring up
to
for interior doors and
wide for exterior
doors.
§ Mechanical backcheck at approximately 70 degree.
§ Dual valve adjustment will provide controlled closing
speed from 175 degree.

7422 - CENTRE HUNG BOTTOM ARM
§ Centre Hung bottom arm for aluminum doors.
§ Compatible with LM series pivots and BTS series floor
closers.

8062 - WALKING BEAM PIVOT
§ Walking beam top pivot with cover plate.
§ Adjustable
to
obtain
top
door
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Push Pull Handles

170/175 - PUSH & PULL HANDLES
§ A simple, completely functional push/pull set.
§ The standard set is furnished with stock 175 series
door package.
§ Finish to match anodized doors.
§ Clear anodized finish for painted doors.

350Z - OFFSET Z HANDLES
§ The hole cut out in the pull provides a recess for the
lock cylinder, preventing the prying or pulling actions
of illegal entry.
§ The standard pull handle with panic hardware.
§ A duplicate pull without the cylinder recess is used on
the inactive leaf of a pair of doors.

“S5” - PULL HANDLE
§ A grand, rugged appearing push/pull handles.
§ The handle surfaces allows its use as a push pad and
also provides for engraving.
§ The push/pull is mounted back to back.
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1180 - OFFSET PULL HANDLES
§ Elegant contemporary 90 degree offset push/pulls
fabricated from extruded aluminum or stainless steel.
§ Full
diameter stock for a stable mounting surface
and comfortable grip.
§ Back to back mounting or single pull with panic
hardware.
§ Standard Sizes of 9", 10, 12".

5000 - 1” DIAMETER PUSH BAR
§ Elegant contemporary push bars fabricated from
extruded aluminum or stainless steel.
§ Full 1" diameter stock for a stable mounting surface
and comfortable grip.
§ Standard size 33-1/4".

4195 - FLUSH PULL HANDLES
§ Projecting only
from the door stile on either side
allows doors to slide freely past other sliding units or
stationary panels.
§ Attractive sheer-line design.
§ Generous hand grip.
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18041 - BOTTOM DOOR SWEEP
§ Available finishes clear and bronze.
§

315 - BOTTOM SWEEP W/ VINYL
§ Available finishes clear and bronze.
§

29324 - SWEEP W/ CONCEALED FASTENERS
§ Available finishes clear and bronze.
§ Snap covering helps prevent vandalism and adds an
attractive finished look by concealing the fasteners.
§

184 - THRESHOLD STOP
§ Use with standard flat top threshold saddle.
§ Provides door stop and seal at bottom of the door
§
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46500 - INSULATED MAIL SLOT
§ For effective reduction of drafts, dust and noise.
§ Easy to install.
§ Telescopic housing.
§ Self-closing inside and outside anodized aluminum
flaps.
§ Bronze, clear and brass plated finishes available.
§ Soft rubber weather seal for outside trim.
§ Insulation gaskets in all critical areas.
§ Fully enclosed tough black plastic housing.
§ Optional extension sleeve is available for door over

LS1 - LETTER SLOT
§ Conforms to all postal regulations.
§ Full radius corners for easy cut-out.
§ Spring tension closing eliminates dust and water
penetration.
§ Made to fit 1/4" glass.

17C26D - DOOR HOLDER
§ Cast zinc material.
§
§ Rubber foot.
§ Supplied with all necessary mounting hardware.
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200 - DOME FLOOR STOP
§
§ Cast door stop.

281 - HEAVY DUTY FLOOR STOP
§
.
§
.
§ Machine bolts with lead shields supplied.

240 - WALL STOP
§
.
§
.
§ Back mounting plate.
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211 - LATCH SECURITY PLATE
§ 12" steel latch security plate.
§ Available in silver or dark bronze painted finishes.
§ Furnished with carriage bolts and acorn cap nuts.

355 - “T” STYLE ASTRGAL
§ Available finishes clear and bronze.
§
.
§ Silicone black insert.
§ Used to sea the gap between a pair of doors.

4AST - HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM ASTRAGAL
§ 3/16" thick heavy gauge aluminum security astragal.
§ Available flat for pairs and bent for 1/8" recessed
single doors.
§ Available clear anodized, bronze anodized or painted
finishes.
§ Furnished with carriage bolts and acorn cap nuts.

S/SAST - TWO PIECE STAINLESS STEEL ASTRAGAL
§ 16 gauge heavy duty 304 A4 stainless steel interlocking
astragal.
§ Protects the door, frame and lock latches against
break-in's from pry bars.
§ Pre-punched 1-5/8" cylinder hole at 36" from bottom.
§ Stainless Steel angle fastened to non active leaf (or jamb)
§ Furnished with carriage bolts and acorn cap nuts.
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